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StereoVision-Inspirational Vision Media Deal Unwound-Divests CannaVision 

Position to 4.9% - Continues Plans Inhouse for the Hemp and Film Industries  
 
Las Vegas, Nevada (OTCMarkets 10/24/18 ) StereoVision Entertainment Inc. (OTC:SVSN) 
announced today that in an effort to consolidate its efforts so as to better serve the SVE 

shareholders, the SVE – Inspirational Vision Media deal was unwound which returns to SVE’s 

treasury 12,500,000 SVSN shares, and ownership of TDOJ LLC which holds ownership of the 

faith-based feature film project, “Three Dimensions Of Jerusalem. For a small cash and stock 

buyout SVE has divested itself down to 4.9% of ownership in MediCannaVision. For more info 

contact management at MediCannaVision (cannavisionclinics.com) and Inspirational Vision 

Media, at (ivmi.biz). 
 

“Recently while working my way through a health issue I concluded the best thing I could do for 

the SVE shareholder’s is to bring our hemp industry opportunities back under the SVE banner 

while at the same time returning to SVE our flagship film project, “Three Dimensions Of 

Jerusalem”, and instead of SVE filing SEC registrations for two other companies, file an SEC 

registration statement for SVE bringing our publicly traded stock (OTC:SVSN) back to SEC 

fully reporting status allowing current SVSN shareholders to deposit and trade their aged Rule 

144 stock.” said StereoVision’s CEO Jack Honour. “SVSN becoming fully reporting with the 

SEC and moving up from the OTCMarkets PINKSHEETS would provide SVSN shareholders 

with the ability to deposit their SVSN 144 stock certificates with their stock brokers and a 

broader marketplace in which to trade their SVSN stock. Currently we are actively interviewing 

candidates with SEC filing and OTC banking experience to take over as SVE’s CEO. I will then 

direct my energy towards building on our presence in the hemp industry and getting “Three 

Dimensions Of Jerusalem” and our other films produced and released. Additionally, SVE’s 

Board and the SVE majority shareholder met and elected a new Board of Directors now made up 

of Jack Honour as Chairman, Stephen Curran as Vice Chairman and Andres Romero as Director.  

Upon our selecting our new CEO SVE’s Board will be adjusted and expanded to comply with 

OTCQB and SEC requirements.” 

StereoVision. http://stereovision.com Headquartered in Las Vegas, Nevada, StereoVision 

is a publicly traded Nevada corporation (OTC:SVSN) focused on creating, acquiring, and 

producing multimedia content with its media subsidiary, the wholly owned 9 time Emmy 

Award-winning production/graphics company REZN8,  (http://rezn8.com) and the 

industrial hemp industry.  

Safe Harbor Statement: Except for historical information certain statements in this news 

release may contain forward-looking information within the meaning of Rule 175 under 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=jBFi82iJVPp6T3sZoxdYJ9droZSEeeQUHtTLM8lVtFQHQhuHZryb3a_bhCkjKq2OmqfCDbMwfwUkAucn8n1AOys-80vD-1DI8BVU48MuT5o=
http://rezn8.com/
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the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 3b-6 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and 

those statements are subject to the safe harbor created by those rules. All statements, other 

than statements of fact, included in this release, including, without limitation, statements 

regarding potential plans and objectives of the Company, are forward-looking statements 

that involve risks and uncertainties. There can be no assurance that such statements will 

prove to be accurate and actual results and future events could differ materially from those 

anticipated in such statements. The Company cautions that these forward-looking 

statements are qualified by other factors. The Company undertakes no obligation to 

publicly update any statements in this release. 

Contact: Jack Honour jack@stereovision.com Office 818-326-6018 
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